THE NATURAL LIGHT FOR ARCHITECTURE
LIGHTING IS AN ART
Architectural lighting has great influence on a building’s spatial context and, depending on how it is used, can trigger a wide palette of mixed emotions, from peaceful sensations to an energized atmosphere.

The mise-en-scène is an essential factor of the lighting design. It requires consideration of the amount of light provided and the energy consumed, in addition to the aesthetic impact produced by the lighting system.

MORE THAN 90 YEARS OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY
Established in 1919, Robert Juliat is an independent, third-generation, family-run company, and the oldest existing manufacturer of high quality lighting equipment. Our skills in our traditional areas of theatre, opera houses, events and TV now prove invaluable in architectural applications.

Robert Juliat is the first name in Fresnel, PC and profile spots and followspots. We are recognised for outstanding quality, ergonomic perfection, and both optical and mechanical excellence.

Throughout our long history of creating breakthrough products, we have kept in mind not only the lighting designers, but also the technicians who work with our luminaires, combining their views with our passion for lighting to produce the finest lanterns in the world.

MADE IN FRANCE
Over 7000m² of R&D, manufacturing facilities and offices are located in a small, quiet village 50 km north of Paris, from where our products are distributed by our subsidiary in the USA and through our worldwide network of exclusive partners.

ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
Robert Juliat offers a comprehensive range of traditional tungsten fixtures, alongside discharge and LED alternatives, to meet the essential architectural requirements of high quality image projection combined with optimum light output.

Robert Juliat profiles and followspots are among the best gobo projectors in the world for indoor and outdoor displays delivering outstanding clarity and impact.
THE VERSATILE AND CREATIVE LIGHTING SOLUTION

Compact and extremely powerful, the Tibo family is a comprehensive platform of lighting solutions offering a ‘mix and match’ choice of light source (LED, tungsten and discharge), lens type (Fresnel or profile) and body colour.

The Tibo range’s bespoke body colour choices and compact, aesthetic appearance ensure harmonious integration of the fixture into any design or structure.

TIBO LED

Tibo LED is a cost-effective solution, ideal for use in exhibitions, museums or when lighting valuable or light-sensitive objects. Available in three colour temperatures plus a variable white LED version for a finely tune-able light to create totally different atmospheres.

TIBO TUNGSTEN

Tibo profile’s new, exclusive ellipsoidal mirror optimises light output and ensures a high quality beam and precise gobo projection. Its unique design offers a choice of two zoom ranges within a single unit.

TIBO DISCHARGE

With its long lamp life, lower maintenance costs and a choice of two colour temperatures, Tibo’s HID lightsource presents an unbeatable, powerful solution for applications which require intense, non-dimmable light output.

- Die-cast aluminium bodywork (bespoke colours)
- 360° rotating lens tube
- Two zoom ranges: 30°/45° and 15°/35°
- Long LED life & Flicker-free PSU (for LED version)
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Robert Juliet reserve the right to change any item or information detailed in this leaflet, to improve manufacturing techniques without prior notice.
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